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Abstract—Emerging Mobile Phone Sensing (M-Sense) systems
enable a flexible large scale wireless sensing capability and also
reduce the need of establishing the infrastructure of Wireless
Sensor Network for collecting sensory information in the Internet
of Things applications. M-Sense has been applied in numerous
scenarios including mobile-health systems, environmental mon-
itoring, vehicle ad hoc network, mobile social network, and
so on. The drawback of existing M-Sense systems in terms
of privacy, trust, less efficiency of participating in multiple
sensing networks, has motivated the next generation sensing
service provisioning approach. This paper introduces a generic
service-oriented Mobile Host Sensing as a Service provisioning
framework that allows a mobile device to provide sensing data
to multiple parties based on mobile Web services. The proposed
framework consists of the hybrid workflow-based control system,
the dynamic Utility Cloud service, and the service provisioning
scheduling model to enhance the quality of service provisioning.
The prototype has been tested on real mobile devices and the
details of the performance evaluation are presented.

Keywords—mobile sensing as a service; service-oriented; mobile
cloud; mobile Web service; workflow management system;

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [1] is one of the main
elements of Internet of Things (IoT) [2]. By composing WSN
with smart objects (i.e. devices with sensing, networking
and application logic mechanisms [3]), software systems are
capable of providing context-aware applications for the end-
user applications. However, classic WSN systems commonly
rely on static sensor node cluster topologies (with sensor
nodes, sinks, gateways [4]). Such topology requires high cost
infrastructure establishment and hence, motivated the Mobile
Phone Sensing (M-Sense) systems [5].

In M-Sense systems, smartphones are participants of the
sensing tasks. They use their inbuilt sensing mechanisms to
retrieve information and to provide the information to their
clients. M-Sense has been applied in numerous scenarios
including mobile-health systems, environmental monitoring,
vehicle ad hoc network, mobile social network, and so on [4]–
[6].

The applications of M-Sense systems have two primary
treads: participatory sensing [7] and opportunistic sensing [8].
Participatory sensing relies on smartphone users voluntarily
participating in the sensing tasks. Volunteers who have in-
stalled the corresponding software may receive the sensing
task requests from the central server and the volunteers can

decide whether to accept the task or not. On the other hand,
opportunistic sensing requires less human inference. In a
common opportunistic sensing system, the sensing task can
be opportunistically disseminated over the proximal wireless
network and the sensing data can also be disseminated over the
network based on certain routing protocols. The entire process
of opportunistic sensing can be performed at background of
the smartphones without interrupting the smartphone users’
normal activities.

However, existing M-Sense systems have the following
drawbacks:

• They raise numerous privacy and trust issues [6] (As
their fundamental architectures are based on either
centralised system or standalone systems in which
the end-users may not fully understand the privacy
policy). Further, they rely on the volunteers with het-
erogeneous backgrounds, which is not easy to control
the trustworthiness.

• Less opportunity to participate in different M-Sense
networks unless it has installed all the related applica-
tions and executing them all at the same time, which
may lead to high energy consumption. Additionally,
such approach can be inefficient when the multiple
end-points requested the same data from the mobile
device, and the mobile device has to send the same
data individually to all the end-points of the installed
sensing applications.

To overcome the limitation of existing M-Sense systems,
in this paper, we introduce Mobile Host Sensing as a Service
(MSSaaS). A Mobile Host [9] represents a hybrid role-based
mobile device that is capable of acting as both service con-
sumer and provider. A Mobile Host with MSSaaS mechanism
is capable of provisioning sensing data via embedded Web
services to its clients. The user of a MSSaaS device will
have full control of what data they share and what data will
be protected based on the user preference. Together with
the assistance from Utility Cloud services, the smartphone
can provide MSSaaS to a large number of clients without
redundantly uploading the same data from the smartphone and
needless of installing multiple standalone applications in order
to provide the sensing data to different clients.

In order to realise MSSaaS, we propose Mobile device as
a sensory service mediation (Maasym) framework. Maasym is
a generic framework based on Web service-oriented workflow



system, enterprise service bus [10] architecture and dynamic
Utility Cloud computing. With Maasym, a smartphone can
flexibly participate in different M-Sense systems at the same
time towards enabling cost efficiency when participating in M-
Sense environments.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an
overview of the mobile host sensing as a service environment.
Section 3 describes the proposed framework for MSSaaS pro-
visioning. We use an example to explain how the mobile device
handles the sensing service requests in Section 4. Afterward in
Section 5, the prototype evaluation of the proposed framework
is provided. Section 6 provides a review on the related works
and describes the differences between our proposed framework
and the past works. This paper is concluded in Section 7
together with future research directions.

II. OVERVIEW OF MOBILE HOST SENSING AS A SERVICE

Sensing as a Service (SSaaS) [11] was introduced to
enable users to provide the sensing data collected from their
smart devices towards receiving credits from the sensing data
consumers (i.e. companies, manufacturers or retailers). Based
on the fundamental notion of SSaaS, we introduce Mobile Host
Sensing as a Service (MSSaaS).
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Figure 1: Mobile Host Sensing as a Service Architecture.

Figure 1 illustrates the environmental architecture of
MSSaaS. In this environment, the Maasym-embedded MSSaaS
provider (denoted by mobile host) utilises its inbuilt sensing
functions to provide MSSaaS. The user of mobile host can
setup a time period of the sensing service provisioning. Within
the time period, the mobile host is operating a Web server to
receive incoming requests from remote clients.

The mobile host can support two approaches for the service
discovery. In the classic approach, the mobile host is registered
to a global discovery server with its up-to-date Service De-
scription Metadata (SDM) attached. In the advanced approach,
the mobile host can supports peer-to-peer wireless local area
network service discovery, e.g. multicast DNS1 or Bluetooth
advertising, in order to let the proximal clients discovering the
mobile host.

Consider that certain requests may involve the continuous
or periodical sensor data collection that may be affected by the

1https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6762

mobility issue. Maasym utilises Utility Cloud (UC) service
(e.g., Amazon EC22) as proxy for data delivery. The UC-
side component is a dynamically launched instance, which has
been tested in our previous work [12], that fulfils the need
of pay-per-use cloud service. The mobile host can provide
authorisation to its clients to access the proxy. Further, UC-
Proxy can push the sensing data directly or utilise the eventing
technology (e.g., WS-Eventing) to inform the updates to its
clients. By utilising the proxy, the mobile host needs not to
upload same data redundantly to different clients, and also has
the full control of the data.

Provisioning MSSaaS involves the following challenges:

• Conflicts and compatibility of services. Mobile de-
vices have limited sensing components and they may
not be able to operate at the same time. Conversely,
some services may be able to operate at the same
time even though they are using the same sensing
components. For example, video-based sensing and
image-based sensing services both use camera compo-
nent and may operate at the same time depending on
the specification of the devices. How does the mobile
host manage the services and provide timely service
publishing?

• Availability of computational resources. Service ex-
ecution consumes certain computational power of the
mobile device. For a real-time or a periodical sensing
service operation, the executed service can affect the
availability of other service. How does the mobile host
measure the availability of the services?

Maasym framework is designed based on addressing the
above two challenges. Note that this paper does not address
how a MSSaaS provider gains credit or profit from partic-
ipating in the sensing network. The related topic has been
discussed in [13]–[15].

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Sensing Service Provisioning

The mobile host can provide services based on time or
resource allowance. For example, the user of the mobile host
can set 5 hours as the service provisioning period and 50%
as the maximum battery allowance. Hence, whether the 5
hours period has past or the battery has consumed 50%, the
service provisioning will be terminated, and the corresponding
service publishing will be withdrawn from the discovery server.
Maasym supports three types of sensing services:

• One-time sensing represents a generic Web service
request/response operation that triggers corresponding
sensing components to retrieve data and delivering the
data to either the requester or specific end-points.

• Real-time sensing represents the streaming-based
sensing service. The mobile host will perform the
sensing activity continuously and provide the data to
the client concurrently via UC-proxy.

• Periodical sensing represents the activity that is trig-
gered for each timestamp based on the request. For

2http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/



example, the request message may describe that for
every 30 minutes, the mobile host will perform the
sensing activity once, and provide the data to a specific
end-point based on the address described in the request
message. In periodical sensing, the UC-proxy will
perform notification or eventing to notify the client
to retrieve the uploaded data. Alternatively, a push-
based data delivery can be performed depending on
the client-side preference.

The sensing service request can be performed in two forms:
simple request and complex request. A simple request is
a regular Web service request that involves only one sens-
ing component. A complex request allows clients to request
for customised services. It consists of input parameters and
workflow metadata that describes the tasks involved in the
process. Maasym is a workflow-based system that is capable
of executing standard-based workflow description metadata.
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [16] was used
in the Maasym prototype as the extension of our previous
mobile-hosted workflow engine [12].

B. Sensing Services

Maasym has finite time and battery allowance based
on user preference. The overall service provisioning has a
schedule. We term it: Global Sensing Service Schedule, which
is defined as below:

Definition 1 (Global Sensing Service Schedule—GS). GS is
defined as a tuple (T , λ) where:

• T is a set of timestamps for service provisioning
period. Each timestamp is scheduled as 1 minute. i.e.
for a 1 hour service provisioning, |T | = 60.

• λ : T → S maps timestamps with the scheduled
sensing service executions.

Maasym supports three types of sensing services. In the
following sections, we describe how Maasym process each
type of sensing service request and in different forms (simple
and complex). Here, we define the term—sensing service
pool used in this paper as below:

Definition 2 (Sensing Services Pool). Sensing service pool
describes the information of sensing services provided by the
mobile host. It is defined as a tuple (S, ς, κ, ε) where:

• S is a set of sensing services.

• ς : S → R maps sensing services to sensing com-
ponents (e.g., camera, audio recorder, network signal
browser etc.).

• κ : S → S maps sensing services to conflict services.

• ε : S → E maps sensing services to the system
resource usage sets (e.g. CPU, RAM, network trans-
mission bandwidth usage etc.).

Example 1 (Conflict Service). Let s1 and s2 be two services.
Let T ′ ⊆ T . Assume s1 has been requested by a real-time
sensing request, which has its timestamp period within T ′,
and s2 is not requested by any client. Suppose s2 ∈ κ(s1),
then s2 will be marked as unavailable during T ′.

C. Sensing Service Request Processing

A sensing service request is modelled as a request
processing workflow. If the request is a simple atomic service
request that involves only a one-time service invocation, it
will be modelled as a workflow that consists only one activity.
Otherwise, the request will be handled as a general workflow
execution based on the description provided by the request
message. It is defined as below:

Definition 3 (Request Processing Workflow—XR). XR is
defined as a tuple (N ,F , τ,P) where:

• N is a set of nodes.

• F ⊆ N ×N is a set of flow relation rule.

• τ : N → Y maps nodes to node types. A node type
can be an activity, a gateway, an event, a sub-process
etc. An activity node that involves sensor service is
marked as sType.

• P = {p1, ..., pn}, n ∈ N, is a set of work schedule
plan that identifies when and how long the process
needs to be performed. Each p ∈ P is defined as a
tuple (st, et), which correspond to start time (st) and
end time (et).

Example 2 (Work Schedule Plan Handling). Suppose a
XR contains P = {p1, p2}. Let (st1, et1) be the start time
and end time of p1. st1 = 14 : 00 and et1 = 14 : 10,
which denotes a 10 minutes sensing task. Maasym
will model p1 as a set of timestamp that consists of
{14 : 00, 14 : 01, 14 : 02, 14 : 03, ..., 14 : 10} when it is
processing the request.

Maasym analyses the request type based on the elements
in P . It is based on the following rules:

• One-time request: |P| = 0.

• Real-time request: |P| = 1, the end time—et of p1 ∈
P is not null.

• Periodical request: |P| ≥ 1, ∀p ∈ P : etp 6= null ∧
stp 6= null.

For any request that exceed the scope defined above, is
considered as an invalid (i.e. insufficient parameter) request,
which will trigger an error.

D. One-time Request Processing

A one-time request involves 1...N sensing service invoca-
tion (services of sType nodes), which is denoted by SXR,
SXR = {sXR

i |1 ≤ i ≤ N}. Let tx ∈ T , and Sx = λ(tx)
a set of executed services at tx, and sx ∼= now, in which
now denotes the current system time. Let S ′ = SXR

⋂
Sx, if

|S ′| > 0 then ∀s ∈ S ′, sensing service—s will be assigned
for executing the activity. Let S ′′ = SXR�Sx, For each
s ∈ S ′′, the corresponding task will be replaced from the
original sensing service invocation task to a new database
service invocation task that retrieves the sensing data that
has already been gathered during the previous real-time or
periodical requests.



On the other hand, if |S ′| = 0, which indicates that none of
the required service is executed at the time Maasym receives
the request. Hence, ∀s ∈ SXR, Maasym will launch the service
to perform the activity as the description in the original request
processing workflow.

E. Real-time and Periodical Request Processing

The main differences between the periodical sensing and
real-time sensing are twofold. First, in periodical request, the
request processing workflow can be executed in a number
of periods. On the other hand, the real-time sensing only
executes the workflow once. Second, in periodical request,
the workflow can be set a specific start time, where as, the
real-time sensing starts immediately.

Example 3 (Periodical Sensing). In a periodical sensing
scenario, the request processing workflow may need to be
executed once per 30 minutes within 2 hours, and each
execution can be assigned a number of timestamps (e.g., 5
timestamps, which indicates that the process will be executed
continuously for 5 minutes regardless how much result data
is generated).

When Maasym receives a new real-time or periodical
sensing request, it will firstly analyse the request message.
The analysis may result four cases:

Case 1 (Direct execution). Let SXR = {sXR
i |1 ≤ i ≤ N}

be a set of sensing services invocation involved in XR. Let
PXR = {pXR

l |1 ≤ l ≤ N} be a set of work schedule plan of
XR. Each pXR

l ∈ PXR has a start time (stpl
) and end time

(etpl
). Let T pl ⊆ T , T pl = {tpl

j |1 ≤ j ≤ N}, be a set of
timestamps. ∃tx ∈ T : tx ∼= stpl

, the tx is marked as the first
element (start time) of T pl . ∃ty ∈ T : ty ∼= etpl

, the ty is
marked as last element (end time) of T pl .

Let Spl be a set of services that have been assigned for
execution at the time period indicated by T pl derived from
previous requests, in which Spl =

⋃
t
pl
j ∈T ′ λ(t

pl

j ), where
λ(tpl

j ) maps the services executed at one of the tpl

j ∈ T pl . If
|SXR

⋂
Spl | = 0, which indicates that none of the required

sensing service is in operation within the time—T pl , then all
the s ∈ SXR will be added to the scheduled service execution
of each tpl ∈ T pl . The same process will be performed for
each schedule plan—pXR

l ∈ PXR.

Case 2 (Partial replacement). Extends from the description
of Case 1, suppose |SXR

⋂
Spl | 6= 0, which indicates that

a number of sensing service execution required in XR have
been already assigned for execution at time—T pl . Hence, let
S ′pl = SXR�Spl , Maasym will assign s ∈ S ′pl for execution
at time—T pl .

One situation that was not considered above was that
it is possible that a number of service execution involved
in SXR

⋂
Spl do not fully match to the required schedule

plan—pXR
l . For example, let S̃ = SXR�S ′pl be the set

of services that have been assigned for execution started
from stXR

l (start time of pXR
l ). However, it is possible that

∃s ∈ S̃ : s /∈ Sl
n, where Sl

n is a set of service execution at the
last timestamp—tln ∈ T pl , which indicates that the service
was not fully matched to the required timestamps of XR.
Hence, Maasym should identify such a situation and extend
the service execution time of that service.

Case 3 (Negotiation). The negotiation is performed when the
request cannot be fully fulfilled. It is handled by two sub-cases.

Case 3.1: Interval. If the requested time period exceeds the
current scheduled operation time period for the corresponding
services and Maasym is unable to extend the correspond-
ing service operation due to the resource availability issue,
Maasym will trigger a negotiation process with the requester
that informs the requester whether the requester accept or not
if the sensing can be performed until the schedule end time
only. If the requester accepts, the process can be continued
with a modified schedule plan. Otherwise, the process will be
terminated.

Case 3.2: Period. Let PXR be a set of work schedule plan
of a new XR, PXR = {pXR

1 , pXR
2 , pXR

3 , pXR
4 , pXR

5 , pXR
6 }.

Suppose Maasym can only perform the request processing
workflow for timestamps {pXR

1 , pXR
2 , pXR

3 } because the bat-
tery availability issue, it will send a negotiation request to the
client to inform the situation and inquire whether or not if
the client accepts the service execution to be accomplished
partially. If the requester accepts, the process can be continued
with a modified schedule plan. Otherwise, the process will be
terminated.

Case 4: Invalid request. If ∃s ∈ SXR is unavailable (to be
explained in the next section) at the corresponding timestamp,
the request is considered as invalid, and a corresponding error
message will be replied to the client.

F. Service Availability Measurement and Scheduled Publish-
ing

Maasym updates the service availability information when
it progresses a new request processing workflow. The service
availability is influenced by two factors: service conflicts
and system resource allowance (i.e. CPU, RAM, network
bandwidth etc.).

Let Stx be a set of scheduled service executions at times-
tamp tx ∈ T , Stx = {stxm |1 ≤ m ≤ N}. κ(stxm) denotes
a set of conflict services of stxm . Hence, a set of conflict
services at timestamp—tx (denoted by Ktx ) will be: Ktx =⋃

m∈|Stx | κ(s
tx
m), and the available services at timestamp tx

(denoted by Stx ) will be Stx = S�Ktx .

The above process has only filtered the services based on
conflicts. Following is the process that considers the system
resource availability.

Let Esys = {esyso |1 ≤ o ≤ N}, be a set of the available
system resources (Note that available system resources are
different to the hardware specification of the mobile device.
User can set the availability in percentage to avoid the service
provisioning affecting to the normal use of the mobile device).

Let Stx be a set of sensing services assigned at tx ∈ T .
For each service—sz ∈ Stx , its system resource consumption



Figure 2: Sensing service request processing workflow example.

is found in ε(sz). Let Esz = ε(sz) in which Esz = {eszo |1 ≤
o ≤ N} in which the system resource denoted by eszo and
esyso are the same, and let veszo be the usage value of eszo
and vesyso be the remaining value of esyso . For each tx, the
vesyso after assigning Stx (denoted by vetxo ) will be: vetxo =
vesyso −

∑
sz∈Stx ve

sz
o .

Let Etx = {vetxo }. Referring to previous result, Stx is a
set of services that has been identified as available at tx. For
a service—sy ∈ Stx , let Esy be the system resource usage
required by the service. If ∃esyo ∈ Esy , such that vesyo >
vetxo , which indicates that the service–sy requires higher usage
value than the actual available resource value. Hence, the sy
is considered as unavailable at the timestamp—tx.

IV. SENSING SERVICE REQUEST PROCESSING
WORKFLOW EXAMPLE

Figure 2 illustrates a sensing service request processing
workflow example. When Maasym receives a request, it first
analyses the request content ( 1 of Figure 2). The analysis
can result four cases that have been described in Section 3.5.
In case that none of the involved sensing services have been
scheduled, the process will continue directly. Otherwise, if
the process involves partial execution (Case 2) or negotiation
(Case 3), the corresponding processes will be performed ( 2 —
4 ). Once the workflow is confirmed, Maasym triggers a

parallel operation. First, it will update the states of service
availability and hardware availability ( 6 ). Then the service
description will be updated. Concurrently, Maasym will send
the confirmed workflow description to UC-Proxy ( 5 ). The
UC-Proxy will configure the components ( 10 ) in order to
receive further notification from the mobile host. After the

workflow is sent to UC-Proxy, mobile host will prepare to
execute the tasks ( 7 ).

When the scheduled time starts, Maasym will execute the
tasks described in the request processing workflow ( 8 ). Note
that in case of one-time sensing or real-time sensing, the
scheduled time can be set as 0 to indicate that the process
will start immediately. The execution of the request processing
workflow will generate sensing data that is to be uploaded
to the data storage of UC-Proxy ( 14 ) and a corresponding
notification will be sent to UC-Proxy ( 8 ). The data uploading
and the notification is based on the type of the request. In case
of one-time request, they will be performed once only. In case
of real-time sensing request or periodical sensing request, the
upload and notification will be performed multiple times at the
required timestamps.

When the execution period is ended, Mobile Host will
check whether or not the whole request is accomplished. If not,
it will wait for the next schedule time to execute the request
processing workflow. If the request has been accomplished, the
mobile host will terminate the process.

When the Agent of UC-Proxy, which handles a client’s
request, receives the notification from the mobile host, it will
perform the process that retrieves the corresponding data from
the data storage and it will perform the corresponding format
for the response message. Afterward, the response message
will be pushed to the client ( 12 ). At this stage, if the work has
been accomplished, UC-Proxy will finalise the process ( 13 )
and terminates the components that are no longer needed. Then
it will finish the workflow.
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Figure 3: Resource usage

V. PROTOTYPE

The aim of this prototype experiment is to evaluate how
much the system resource consumption can be reduced by
utilising Maasym framework when the mobile device is par-
ticipating in multiple mobile sensing networks.

The mobile host was implemented in an Apple iPhone
4S (with iOS 8.3), which consists of a RESTful Web server
with additional components to provide MSSaaS, and a BPEL
workflow engine derived from our previous work [17]. It was
connected to WiFi network with maximum 21 Mbps upload
speed. The UC-Proxy was deployed as an instance on Amazon
EC2 server, which operates Microsoft Windows Server 20123

together with Apache Tomcat4 Web container server that hosts
Apache ODE5 for providing BPEL workflow execution engine
service. We also simulated a different number of remote sensor
data requesters on Amazon Cloud and Google App Engine6.
The requesters were simulated as regular HTTP Web servers
that operated on Tomcat.

The evaluation of the mobile Web server, mobile hosted
BPEL workflow engine, the hybrid mobile-Cloud task allo-
cation have been implemented and tested on our previous
works [12], [17]–[19]. Hence, in this paper, we only focus
on evaluating the performance of the proposed scheme of this
paper.

3http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/windows-server/default.aspx
4http://tomcat.apache.org/
5http://ode.apache.org/
6https://appengine.google.com/

A. Case Study

In this case study, we aim to compare two cases:

1) Classic. In this case, the mobile host acts as a
classic mobile phone sensing client that has installed
3 client-side components. In the beginning, it was
performing a video sensing activity for one remote
sensing data requester. After 60 seconds, it received
2 more requests from other requesters, in which two
additional client-side components were activated for
sending the sensing data to the other two requesters.

2) Maasym. In this case, the mobile host utilises
Maasym. Same as the previous case, the mobile host
receives two more requests after 60 seconds. In this
case, the mobile host launches UC-Proxy as soon as
it receives the new requests for the same type file.
The UC-Proxy will either push the file to clients or it
can send them notification when the file is uploaded.
It depends on the clients’ preferences.

In our setting, the mobile host (which is hosted on the
iPhone 4S) was continuously recording video and it sends the
video file (a MP4 file with around 1.3MB) to the client every
10 seconds.

Our comparisons focused on CPU usage and network
bandwidth usage. These are two of the main elements that
consume the battery power of mobile devices.

Figure 3(a) illustrates the CPU usage record for both
cases. Figure 3(b) shows their comparison. The CPU usage



includes the consumption by operating the Web server, which
was around 1.5% to 2.2%. It was influenced by the wireless
network connection condition.

Figure 3(a) also shows in the Classic case, the CPU usage
was increased after the mobile host received two more requests.
Overall, the result indicates that the CPU usage is directly
influenced by the required mobile network transactions. Note
that, the CPU usage in Fig 3(a) includes the regular CPU usage
of the system, which is approximately between 3.1% to 11%.

In Figure 3(a), we have excluded the CPU usage consumed
by the sensing activity. Based on our record, the camera-based
sensing activity consumes 18% to 30.1% CPU usage, and the
high quality audio-based sensing activity consumes 43% to
60% CPU usage depending on the complexity of the physical
environment. Further, processing a complex sensing request
message (which consists of a BPEL workflow document)
consumes 3% to 5.5% CPU usage, and processing a HTTP
request consumes 1.3% to 2% CPU usage.

Figure 3(c) illustrates the mobile network bandwidth usage
comparison between the two cases within the two minutes
period. As the figures show, the Classic case consumes much
more bandwidth than the case that uses UC-Proxy when the
mobile host receives the additional requests. Additionally, as
Figure 3(c) shows, after 78 seconds mark, the data transmission
started having throughput problem (observing the lag after the
spikes). Hence, it might have increased the latency.
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Figure 4: Maximum acknowledgement time comparison.

Figure 4 illustrates the data receiving time comparison. As
Figure 4 shows, utilising Maasym results longer time, because
the UC-Proxy caused latency. However, the classic approach
was unable to serve more than 15 clients effectively even with
the 21 Mbps upload rate. On the other hand, it is possible
to scale the specification of UC-Proxy in order to serve more
clients. The Cloud scalability is out of the scope of this paper,
the relative information can be found in [20].

B. Discussion

In last section, we did not include the latency of the
dynamically launched UC-Proxy and the latency of the dy-
namic deployed BPEL workflow on Cloud. Although the
latency of the dynamically launched UC-Proxy can be reduced
by utilising EC2 snapshot, the latency caused by deploying
BPEL workflow was inevitable, which can take a few seconds
depending on the specification of the Cloud instance. We plan
to investigate and propose a corresponding solution in our
future work.

VI. RELATED WORKS

In past several years, numerous mobile sensing as a service
frameworks have been proposed. Here, we discuss the main
differences between the proposed framework—Maasym and
the related works.

effSense [21] was introduced to support energy efficient
data upload in mobile crowdsensing scenario. Participants
utilise prediction-based scheme to perform dynamic data rout-
ing among the wireless network nodes in order to reduce the
cost. CAROMM [22] is a context-aware cost-efficient real-time
mobile crowdsensing framework. The proposed data collection
scheme can dynamically adjust the data collection process in
order to reduce the bandwidth and energy consumption from
mobile devices. MOSDEN [23] is a plug-in-based middleware
platform that allows developers to implement various com-
ponents for mobile users to interact with proximal wireless
sensor devices in order to provisioning sensor data for remote
clients. There exist a number of related approaches in mobile
phone sensing [24]–[27], where, the mobile sensing data is
uploaded to a central repository. Different to these works,
[28] proposed a multi-layer architecture for mobile phone
sensing. The mobile sensing devices can form an edge group
in proximity. Edge groups utilise resource richer broker peers
to communicate with other groups and the global repository.
Remote clients can either communicate with the edge broker
or the global central server to retrieve the sensor data.

Maasym differs to above mentioned works in the funda-
mental architecture. Maasym does not rely on central data
repositories or third party broker servers to deliver sensor data
to clients. Additionally, Maasym is designed for the users who
intend to participate in multiple sensing networks concurently
and receive the credit from multiple clients with the same
sensor data they collected.

Maasym is designed based on mobile Web service (MWS)
provisioning framework [9]. In last decade, various MWS
frameworks have been proposed. The works include but not
limit to providing lightweight MWS provisioning frameworks
for resource constrained mobile devices [29], mobile ad hoc-
based grid network system [19], [30] that utilise the re-
sources from multiple mobile devices to provision complex
services, utilise Cloud resources to enhance the computational
power of MWS provisioning [17], [20] and so on. Maasym
differs to the past works in which the service provisioning
scheme in Maasym considered service conflicts derived from
the hardware perspective of mobile devices, system resource
availability, and the strategies to provide the client customised
real-time or periodical sensing services (the service-oriented
workflow model), which, to best of our knowledge, were not
addressed in past works.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed a service-oriented workflow-based
framework—Maasym for provisioning mobile sensing as a
service directly from mobile devices using mobile Cloud
technologies. Maasym enables mobile users to participate
in different mobile phone sensing systems without suffering
much of their hardware resources. Maasym also support the
service scheduling and the management of conflicts in order
to improve the quality of service provisioning. The prototype



evaluation has shown the performance comparison between the
proposed framework and the classic framework. In the future,
we plan to investigate the follows:

• Current model cannot guaranty the time specific re-
sponse. (e.g. at 14:00, the sensor data must be received
by the client). This is context dependented. Different
specification and resource will influence the timely
communication.

• The standard compliant BPEL workflow system is
bound with traditional Web services (in most cases,
with SOAP and WSDL), which has limit interoper-
ability with recent IoT devices and protocols (e.g.,
MQTT7, CoAP8). We plan to develop a new mobile
Cloud workflow system to support more flexible pro-
cesses that can interact with the IoT device protocols
natively and support more business process patterns
in order to scale the sensing capability not only
within one mobile device but with composing multiple
collaborative devices (e.g., smartphones, sensors, ve-
hicles etc.) towards enabling location-based composite
mobile sensing as a service choreography.
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